Press release
The Server Labs collaborates with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT)
The Server Labs is acting as corporate host in the MIT-Spain Internship program.
Over a 3 month period The Server Labs has integrated a MIT student in one of its
running science projects, thus enabling the graduate to gain practical international
work experience in Spain.
1st October, 2010: The Server Labs (TSL) is collaborating with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s MIT-Spain Program to provide its students with an opportunity to
gain practical scientific work experience.
The Server Labs offered a placement for one MIT student who, over a 12 week period,
had formed an active part of a team working on a complex science project at a leading
Spanish cancer research organisation.
The MIT-Spain programme, MISTI (MIT International Science and Technology Initiatives)
aims to connect MIT students with research and innovation projects around the world
enabling their graduates to gain relevant and applied professional experiences in an
international environment.
Participants in the programme in Spain need to be full-time MIT students in good
standing, with a minimum level of Spanish language skills and some intercultural
understanding.
”We are very pleased to be collaborating with MIT in its international internship
programme”, explains Dolores Saiz, CEO of The Server Labs. “We believe that it is vital
for students to gain real practical experience before entering the labour market, in addition
to the fact that they also bring in fresh perspectives and ideas which can ultimately benefit
the projects.”
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Notes to the editors:
The Server Labs
The Server Labs (TSL) is a specialist IT Consultancy and Development Company and a leading
authority in Cloud Computing services. Founded in 2004, The Server Labs focuses on the design
and implementation of IT architectures and advanced software engineering projects, working with
the most advanced solutions and technologies and offering its clients cost-effective, scalable and
high performance solutions.
TSL’s customer groups are predominantly large and medium-sized corporations, which share a
growing need for cost effective and scalable IT solutions. TSL has offices in Spain, Germany and
the UK. Most recently TSL started partnering with Amazon and RightScale to facilitate the adoption
of Cloud Computing in Europe.

More information about The Server Labs is available on www.theserverlabs.com
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